Abstract: This study re-investigated data of a randomized controlled trial on Internet-based Acceptance and Commitment Therapy for chronic pain (ACTonPain). Baseline psychological inflexibility was examined as a moderator of the outcome pain interference. In the ACTonPain trial, participants with chronic pain were randomized to one of three conditions: guided Internet-based ACT (n = 100), unguided Internet-based ACT (n = 101), and waitlist (n = 101). Moderation analyses were performed with the SPSS macro PROCESS. Pain interference according to the Multidimensional Pain Inventory (MPI) was the primary outcome in this trial, and the potential moderator psychological inflexibility was measured with the Acceptance and Action Questionnaire (AAQ-II). Psychological inflexibility at baseline moderated the outcome between guided Internet-based ACT and waitlist 9-weeks as well as 6-months after randomization. (both p < 0.05). Between unguided Internet-based ACT and waitlist, psychological inflexibility moderated the outcome 6-months after randomization (p < 0.05). Internet-based ACT was superior to waitlist for participants with less psychological inflexibility at baseline, but Internet-based ACT became increasingly comparable to waitlist at higher AAQ-II baseline values. Future research should investigate whether the results can be replicated in more individualized and tailored face-to-face settings.
Introduction
Chronic pain (CP) is a disorder with a pooled prevalence rate of 31% [1] and it is constantly one of the top causes of years lived with disability [2] . Numerous psychological variables appear to contribute to the process of how pain leads to disability, including self-efficacy, emotional distress, and fear [3] . Psychological therapies have been shown to be effective to improve anxiety, depression, catastrophic thinking, disability, and sometimes also pain [4] .
A psychotherapy increasingly gaining interest in the treatment of CP is Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT), a contextual form of Cognitive and Behavioral Therapy (CBT). In ACT, psychological flexibility and its opposite psychological inflexibility are central concepts [5] . The six core components of the ACT model of psychological inflexibility are experiential avoidance, cognitive fusion, dominance of the conceptualized past and feared future, attachment to the conceptualized self, lack of values clarity, and inaction, impulsivity, or avoidant persistence. The six core components of the ACT model of psychological flexibility are acceptance, defusion, present moment awareness, self-as-context, values, and committed action. In a meta-analysis, ACT surpassed controls in effects on pain acceptance and psychological flexibility as well as on daily functioning, anxiety, and depression, but not in effects on pain intensity or quality of life [6] . Yet, not all individuals with CP benefit equally as highlighted in a review on predictors of the outcome of contextual CBTs for CP [7] . For example, a recent naturalistic pre-post study on ACT as high intensity, four-week, team-delivered, residential pain management found that higher psychological flexibility predicted better improvements in mental health, whereas lower decentering (reflecting lower cognitive defusion/higher cognitive fusion) predicted better improvements in physical functioning [8] .
Analyses of predictors of outcomes are important because these identify patient characteristics that influence the outcomes of a specific treatment. Yet, for precision medicine, it is important to know whether one treatment is more or less effective than other treatments or no treatment for participants with specific characteristics. Such interactions between participant and treatment characteristics in the context of a randomized controlled trial (RCT) can be investigated by moderation analyses [9] . The current study is a theoretically-driven investigation of baseline psychological inflexibility as a moderator of the outcome of ACT for CP as suggested by Gilpin and colleagues [7] . Data from the ACTonPain trial [10] [11] [12] were re-analyzed. In the ACTonPain trial, guided Internet-based ACT for CP, unguided Internet-based ACT for CP, and a waitlist control condition were compared. With regard to the primary outcome pain interference, the two Internet-based ACT conditions did not differ at post-treatment (p = 0.99) and follow-up (p = 0.99). Guided Internet-based ACT was superior to waitlist at post-treatment (p = 0.01) and follow-up (p = 0.01). Unguided Internet-based ACT was not superior to waitlist either at discharge (p = 0.09) or follow-up (p = 0.08). These results were reported by Lin and colleagues [11] and reflect the outcome pain interference for the average participant without taking individual differences into account. The current study took individual differences in psychological inflexibility into account and re-examined the ACTonPain data to explore whether the participants' baseline psychological inflexibility moderates the primary outcome pain interference between the treatment conditions.
Methods
The ACTonPain trial was approved by the ethics committee at the Albert-Ludwigs-University of Freiburg and entered in the German Clinical Trials Registry (DRKS) on 2 October 2014: DRKS00006183. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Randomization
In this RCT, N = 302 participants with CP were randomly assigned to one of three conditions. Guided Internet-based ACT (n = 100); unguided Internet-based ACT (n = 101); and waitlist (n = 101; accessed unguided Internet-based ACT after the 6-month follow-up). An independent researcher was responsible for the randomization. Using a web-based randomization program (https://www. sealedenvelope.com/), permuted block randomization with block sizes of 6, 9, and 12 (randomly arranged) was applied (allocation ratio of 1:1:1).
Participants
Inclusion criteria were chronic pain for at least 6 months, at least 18 years old, at least level two on the von Korff's pain grading, medically eligible to take part in Internet-based interventions, sufficient knowledge of the German language, sufficient computer and Internet skills, and Internet access [11] . Exclusion criteria were tumor-related pain, ongoing psychological pain treatment or planned treatment in the next three months, and suicidality [11] .
The flow diagram and the following percentages (%), means (M), and standard deviations (SD) are published in [11] . On average, the participants were M = 51.7 (SD = 13.1) years old and suffered from pain for M = 114.45 (SD = 121.55) months. Most of the participants were female (84%) and married or with a partner (68%), employed or self-employed (58%). Almost all of the participants had taken part in a treatment for pain in the past (92%). Type of pain was either constant pain with little fluctuation (36%), constant pain with large fluctuations (33%), pain attacks with no pain in between (13%), or pain attacks with pain in between (17%). Pain location was back (34%), head or neck (24%), shoulders (6%), or other (37%). At baseline, the participants of the three conditions did not significantly differ from each other (see [11] ). At the 6-month follow-up, between 26% and 46% of the participants had incomplete data [11] .
Treatment
The guided and unguided Internet-based ACT conditions comprised the same seven treatment modules (one module per week, approximately 60 min per module). These modules were developed to reduce psychological inflexibility and to increase psychological flexibility. The modules and the corresponding ACT processes of psychological flexibility were as follows. (1) The modules were newer versions of the modules developed by Buhrmann and colleagues [13] . All of them consisted of information, assignments, relevant metaphors, and mindfulness exercises. Intervention materials were provided as integral parts of each module. A read-aloud function was integrated so that the participants could use the audio-narration of each module. The content was presented in short paragraphs, tables, illustrations, pictures, and videos. Furthermore, three characteristic examples of individuals with chronic pain were presented as vignettes, which accompanied the participants in all modules to enable observational learning.
Both Internet-based ACT conditions were identical except that trained psychologists (supervised by H.B.) provided personalized and standardized feedback, reinforcement, and reminders only in guided Internet-based ACT. The psychologists sent an e-mail within two working days after completion of each module and the total time for guidance amounted to an average of 105 min per participant. Participants discontinuing the intervention were n = 40 in the guided condition and n = 61 in unguided condition [11] .
Measures
Pain interference scale of the Multidimensional Pain Inventory (MPI [14] ; German version [15] ). The primary outcome in the ACTonPain trial was pain interference assessed with the pain interference scale of the German version of the MPI. This scale has 10 items and was administered online at baseline (t0), 9-weeks (t1), and 6-months (t2) after randomization. Higher values indicate more severe pain interference. The MPI items were rated from 0 to 6. Internal consistency amounts to α = 0.94 and the test-retest correlation is r = 0.78.
Acceptance and Action Questionnaire (AAQ-II [16] ; German version [17] ). Psychological inflexibility was measured online with the German version of the AAQ-II. Higher scores stand for higher psychological inflexibility. The AAQ-II items were scored from 0 to 6. The internal consistency ranges from α = 0.84 to α = 0.97. Test-retest reliability is between r = 0.74 and r = 0.85.
Statistics
The moderation analyses were performed with PROCESS (v3.1 [18] ).
The first two simple moderation models investigated whether baseline psychological inflexibility moderates the outcome pain interference between guided Internet-based ACT and waitlist. Pain interference at t1 (first model)/at t2 (second model) was the outcome variable (Y-variable), pain interference at t0 functioned as a covariate, psychological inflexibility at t0 was the potential moderator (W-variable), and the independent variable (X-variable) was guided Internet-based ACT vs. waitlist.
Two further simple moderation models explored baseline psychological inflexibility as moderator of the outcome pain interference between unguided Internet-based ACT and waitlist. Pain interference at t1 (first model)/at t2 (second model) was again the outcome variable (Y-variable), pain interference at t0 was added as a covariate, psychological inflexibility at t0 functioned as the potential moderator (W-variable), and the independent variable (X-variable) was the unguided Internet-based ACT vs. waitlist.
In the last two simple moderation models, the focus was on the moderating effects of baseline psychological inflexibility on the outcome pain interference between guided Internet-based ACT and unguided Internet-based ACT. Again, pain interference at t1 (first model)/at t2 (second model) functioned as the outcome variable (Y-variable), pain interference at t0 was added as a covariate, psychological inflexibility at t0 as the potential moderator (W-variable), and guided Internet-based ACT vs. unguided Internet-based ACT as the independent variable (X-variable).
A statistically significant interaction between the X-variable and the W-variable indicate a moderation effect. Such an effect was further analyzed by the Johnson-Neyman Technique. This technique reveals the threshold(s) of the moderator where the association between the independent variable and the outcome transition(s) between statistical significance and non-significance. As in other publications on the results of the ACTonPain trial [11, 12] , missing data were handled with the expectation maximization algorithm (EM).
Moreover, we calculated correlations (Pearson correlation coefficients) between baseline psychological inflexibility and the number of completed treatment modules in Internet-based ACT. A significant correlation would indicate that baseline psychological inflexibility might influence the outcome through treatment adherence.
The significance value was set to p <0.05.
Results

Guided Internet-based ACT vs. Waitlist
Baseline psychological inflexibility moderated the outcome between guided Internet-based ACT and waitlist at t1 (F (1; 196) = 7.74; p = 0.006) as well as t2 (F (1; 196) = 5.93; p = 0.016). Guided Internet-based ACT was superior to waitlist when participants had less psychological inflexibility at baseline (see Figure 1) . The outcome at t1 was better for guided Internet-based ACT than for waitlist in participants with AAQ-II baseline scores <25.70. At t2, online ACT surpassed waitlist in participants with AAQ-II baseline scores <24.32. However, the outcome of Internet-based ACT and waitlist became increasingly comparable at higher AAQ-II baseline values (see Figure 1) . At t1, the outcome was comparable in participants with AAQ-II scores ≥25.70. The outcome at t2 was comparable in participants with AAQ-II scores ≥24.32. Figure 1 . Visualizations of the results testing baseline psychological inflexibility as a moderator of the treatment outcome pain interference between waitlist and guided Internet-based ACT. The outcome (Y-axis) is displayed for three different levels (sample mean ± 1 standard deviation) of psychological inflexibility (X-axis). Note: AAQ-II = Acceptance and Action Questionnaire; iACT = Internet-based Acceptance and Commitment Therapy; MPI = Pain interference scale of the Multidimensional Pain Inventory; t0 = baseline; t1 = 9-weeks after randomization; t2 = 6-months after randomization. Figure 1 . Visualizations of the results testing baseline psychological inflexibility as a moderator of the treatment outcome pain interference between waitlist and guided Internet-based ACT. The outcome (Y-axis) is displayed for three different levels (sample mean ± 1 standard deviation) of psychological inflexibility (X-axis). Note: AAQ-II = Acceptance and Action Questionnaire; iACT = Internet-based Acceptance and Commitment Therapy; MPI = Pain interference scale of the Multidimensional Pain Inventory; t0 = baseline; t1 = 9-weeks after randomization; t2 = 6-months after randomization.
Unguided Internet-based ACT vs. Waitlist
Baseline psychological inflexibility moderated the outcome between unguided Internet-based ACT and waitlist at t2 (F (1; 197) = 4.93; p = 0.028) but not at t1 (F (1; 197) = 2.09; p = 0.150). At t2, participants with AAQ-II scores <15.93 benefited more from unguided Internet-based ACT than from waitlist, whereas the outcome was comparable in participants with AAQ-II scores ≥15.93 (see Figure 2) .
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Guided vs. Unguided Internet-based ACT
Psychological inflexibility at baseline did not moderate the outcome between guided and unguided Internet-based ACT (see Figure 3 ) either at t1 (F (1; 196) = 1.30; p = 0.256) or at t2 (F (1; 196) = 0.004; p = 0.951).
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Psychological inflexibility at baseline did not moderate the outcome between guided and unguided Internet-based ACT (see Figure 3 Visualizations of the results testing baseline psychological inflexibility as a moderator of the treatment outcome pain interference between unguided and guided Internet-based ACT. The outcome (Y-axis) is displayed for three different levels (sample mean ± 1 standard deviation) of psychological inflexibility (X-axis). Note: AAQ-II = Acceptance and Action Questionnaire; iACT = Internet-based Acceptance and Commitment Therapy; MPI = Pain interference scale of the Multidimensional Pain Inventory; t0 = baseline; t1 = 9-weeks after randomization; t2 = 6-months after randomization.
Relationship between Psychological Inflexibility and Completed Treatment Modules
One might hypothesize that the outcome of Internet-based ACT became comparable to waitlist for participants with higher baseline psychological inflexibility because these participants completed fewer treatment modules than participants with lower baseline psychological inflexibility. The Pearson correlation coefficients between the baseline AAQ-II scores and the number of completed treatment modules did, however, not reach statistical significance either in guided Internet-based ACT (r = −0.03; p = 0.735) or in unguided Internet-based ACT (r = 0.02; p = 0.881).
Discussion
As shown in a previous publication, guided Internet-based ACT for CP surpassed waitlist but unguided Internet-based ACT for CP did not for the average participant in the ACTonPain trial [11] . Yet, differential results emerged when including baseline psychological inflexibility as a moderator. Guided Internet-based ACT surpassed waitlist at post-treatment and follow-up in participants with less baseline psychological inflexibility, but not in participants with higher baseline psychological inflexibility. Comparably, unguided Internet-based ACT was superior to waitlist at follow-up in participants with less baseline psychological inflexibility, but not in participants with higher baseline psychological inflexibility. These results show how important it is to consider the moderating role of specific client characteristics, such as baseline psychological inflexibility, when exploring the outcome of clinical trials. As the number of completed treatment modules was not associated with psychological inflexibility, it can be ruled out that psychologically inflexible participants showed a comparable outcome in waitlist and Internet-based ACT just because they completed fewer treatment modules than psychologically flexible participants did.
In summary, baseline psychological inflexibility moderated the outcome, yet, not in favor of ACT. This result is in line with studies comparing ACT and CBT in patients with anxiety disorders, which also found that baseline psychological inflexibility moderates the outcome not in favor of ACT [19, 20] .
If our results can be replicated, practical implications would be as follows: Internet-based ACT should be recommended over no treatment for individuals with CP who are psychologically flexible at baseline. For individuals with CP and higher psychological inflexibility at baseline, however, Internet-based ACT should not be preferred over no treatment. Applying additional treatment methods to increase psychological flexibility before Internet-based ACT might help to deliver its full potential for high psychologically inflexible individuals. For example, adding more individualized and tailored face-to-face interventions might be of particular benefit for the individuals who are psychologically inflexible. However, a recent study found that also in face-to-face ACT-provided as high intensity, team-delivered, residential pain management-psychologically inflexible individuals did not benefit as much as psychologically flexible patients regarding mental health [8] . Further studies are necessary to address whether face-to-face psychotherapies are more suited than Internet-based treatments for psychologically inflexible patients. Although Internet-based and face-to-face psychotherapies seem to show comparable effects [21] also for CP [22] , patient variables can moderate the outcomes between these delivery formats (e.g., [23] ). As we used a global measure of psychological inflexibility, future research might also investigate which specific aspect of psychological inflexibility moderates treatment outcomes in ACT for CP (experiential avoidance, cognitive fusion, dominance of the conceptualized past and feared future, attachment to the conceptualized self, lack of values clarity, and inaction, impulsivity, or avoidant persistence). Gilpin and colleagues [8] reported that different aspects of baseline psychological inflexibility exert different effects on outcomes in ACT for CP. While higher baseline psychological flexibility predicted a better outcome in mental health, lower decentering (reflecting lower cognitive defusion/higher cognitive fusion) predicted better improvements in physical functioning. Taken together, the results of the ACTonPain trial indicate that an Internet-based ACT for CP is efficacious [11] . Increases in psychological flexibility are associated with an improved outcome [12] , however, the study at hand shows that it requires a certain amount of psychological flexibility already at baseline to benefit from Internet-based ACT for CP. Therefore, screening for psychological inflexibility before starting Internet-based ACT for CP appears to be necessary so that only the individuals with CP that are likely to benefit are assigned to Internet-based ACT. 
